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Abstract—Nowadays, more and more people are engaged
in social media to generate multimedia information, i.e.,
creating text and photo profiles and posting multimedia messages.
Such multimodal social networking activities reveal multiple
user attributes such as age, gender, and personal interest.
Inferring user attributes is important for user profiling, retrieval,
and personalization. Existing work is devoted to inferring
user attributes independently and ignores the dependency
relations between attributes. In this work, we investigate the
problem of relational user attribute inference by exploring the
relations between user attributes and extracting both lexical
and visual features from online user-generated content. We
systematically study six types of user attributes: gender, age,
relationship, occupation, interest, and emotional orientation. In
view of methodology, we propose a relational latent SVM (LSVM)
model to combine a rich set of user features, attribute inference,
and attribute relations in a unified framework. In the model,
one attribute is selected as the target attribute and others are
selected as the auxiliary attributes to assist the target attribute
inference. The model infers user attributes and attribute relations
simultaneously. Extensive experiments conducted on a collected
dataset from Google+ with full attribute annotations demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed approach in user attribute
inference and attribute-based user retrieval.

Index Terms—Attribute relation, latent SVM (LSVM), user
attribute inference.

I. INTRODUCTION

A LONG with the explosive prevalence of social media
networking, more and more people are engaged in online

social media networks. Facebook now reaches 85% of the
world’s Internet-using population, i.e., 1.26 billion people in
total. Social media users are creating and sharing large-scale
multimedia information, such as textual posts, photos, videos,
etc. For example, YouTube has reported that in every minute
there are 100 hours of videos uploaded, with more than 6 billion
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Fig. 1. User attribute co-occurrence statistics on Google+ data.

hours watch every month.1 Facebook users have contributed to
250 billion photos totally.2 Such rich multimedia information
reveals important clues of user information including bio-
graphic facts (e.g., age, gender, relationship), personal interest
(e.g., politics, technology, entertainment, sports), occupation
information (e.g., researcher, student, software engineer, musi-
cians), emotional orientation (e.g., optimistic, negative), etc.We
call these personal information user attributes. Inferring such
user attributes can benefit many applications in user profiling,
information retrieval, personalization and recommendation.
In most online social networks (e.g., Facebook, Twitter,

LinkedIn, and SinaWeibo), such user attributes are not always
available. First, users are likely to provide the easy-to-fill basic
information such as name, gender, but seldom introduce their
interests and other detailed information. Second, due to the
privacy issues, most social network sites limit the access to
some personal information. Based on our preliminary statistics
on the collected Google+ dataset consisting of 19,624 popular
users,3 nearly 90% of the user gender information is provided,
while only 12.36% of user birthday and 22.48% of user re-
lationship are obtainable. To address the sparseness of user
attributes, several work has been devoted to inferring the latent
user attributes such as age, gender, regional origin, location,
political orientation, and user-level sentiment by exploiting the
online user-generated data [8], [10], [23], [27], [28], [30], [40],
[41], showing the potential of user attribute prediction from
user social networking activities.
Most existing work has treated user attributes separately and

studied user attribute prediction independently. Actually, dif-
ferent types of user attributes have significant dependency re-
lations, e.g., it is not very likely that a 18-year-old man is mar-
ried and his occupation is most probably student. Fig. 1 shows
our dependency analysis results among user attributes of age,
gender, relationship and occupation. The statistics are derived
based on a total of 105 million Google+ users. In the left sub-

1[Online]. Available: http://www.youtube.com/yt/press/statistics.html
2[Online]. Available: http://expandedramblings.com/index.php/by-the-num-

bers-17-amazing-facebook-stats
3[Online]. Available: http://socialstatistics.com/top/people
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Fig. 2. Problem illustration of relational user attribute inference in social media (best viewed in color). (a) User attribute inference. (b) User profiling and retrieval.

figure, it is conceived that users under 24 years old are more
likely to be single. The right sub-figure illustrates that there exist
obvious dependencies between the occupation and gender at-
tributes. We argue that the user attribute relation is an impor-
tant characteristic and will facilitate accurate user attribute in-
ference. Moreover, exploration of attribute relations will enable
novel mining and application scenarios. This serves as the basic
premise of this paper.4
In this paper, we investigate the problem of relational

user attribute inference by exploiting the rich user-generated
multimedia information and exploring attribute relations in
social media network sites. Specially, we study six types
of user attributes: gender, age, relationship, occupation, in-
terest, and emotional orientation. Each type of attribute has
multiple values. The two challenges are involved during the
attribute inference: First, how to exploit the heterogeneous and
multi-modal content for user attribute derivation? Second, how
to explore the dependency relations between different types of
user attributes for more accurate attribute inference?
We propose a Relational Latent SVM (Relational LSVM)

model-based framework to address the two challenges. In par-
ticular, we take Google+, the popular social network sites, as the
test platform in our study. In Google+, users are allowed to build
their profiles on the About board and post activities on the Posts
page. As shown in Fig. 2(a), we formulate the relational user at-
tribute inference problem as follows: The input is user’s social
networking information including profiles from About and posts
acclivities from Posts in Google+. The Relational LSVMmodel
is developed to learn the output in a supervised discriminative
manner, including the predicted user attributes and the inferred
attribute relations. In the model, one type of user attribute is
selected as target attribute and the remained are treated as aux-
iliary attributes. Target attribute is the one obtaining direct re-
inforcement, while the auxiliary attributes are treated as latent
variables during the inference. Multiple relations between aux-
iliary attributes and target attribute are jointly formulated as po-
tential functions into the model. With the derived user attribute
and attribute relations, we apply them to applications of user

4[Online]. Available: http://www.gplusdata.com/

profiling and attribute-based user retrieval as shown in Fig. 2(b).
We evaluate themodel on a collected real-world dataset with full
attribute annotations fromGoogle+. The results demonstrate the
effectiveness of our Relational LSVM model for user attribute
inference and the potential of attribute relation in user-centric
applications. Therefore, the main contributions of this paper can
be summarized as follows.
• We address the relational user attribute inference problem
by considering user attribute dependency relations in so-
cial media. The derived dependency relations contribute to
more accurate attribute inference.

• A structured Relational LSVM model is presented to infer
user attribute and mine attribute relation compatibility
patterns simultaneously. User features, attribute inference,
and attribute relations are modeled in a principled way.

• We evaluate the relational attribute inference model with
a real-world dataset from Google+. The dataset is com-
pletely annotated with various defined attributes. Exten-
sive experiments including user attribute inference and at-
tribute-based user retrieval demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed approach.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II re-
views the related work. Section III formally define the
problem. Section IV gives the data collection and observation.
Section V elaborates the proposed model. Experimental results
are reported in Section VI. Finally, we conclude the paper in
Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

Recently, user attribute inference has drawn extensive interest
from many disciplines. Various user attributes have been inves-
tigated by exploiting user contributed data. The first interesting
user attribute is gender. Researchers have attempted to inves-
tigate its identification from conversations [6], [18], blogs [7],
[20], [29], user search queries [36], and tweets [28], [40]. An-
other line is to understand the political orientation of users from
the congressional transcripts as well as microblogs [9], [10],
[27], [28], [31], [40]. Other previously explored user attributes
include geographical location [8], [14], regional origin [28],
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TABLE I
USER ATTRIBUTE DEFINITION

age [28], [40], occupation [17], ethnicity [27], sentiment [26],
[30], [34], etc.
For user attribute inference, there are two types of ap-

proaches: rule-based or learning-based.
Several research efforts have been made for directly de-

tecting and extracting user attribute information from text.
For example, Garera et al. [19] proposed approaches to model
structural, transitive and latent properties of biographical
free-text data for extracting biographic facts such as birthdate,
occupation, nationality, etc. Yu et al. [39] used a cascaded
information extraction framework for identifying personal
information from resumes, where resumes are first segmented
into certain blocks and profile information such as address are
then identified. Zhou et al. [42] treated the problem of identi-
fying and extracting biographical sentences as a summarization
task. Mann et al. [22] aimed to extract specific facts such as
birthplace using the contextual pattern-learning approach such
as “ was born in or
(born) ”. Bergsma et al. [4] proposed to use
conceptual class attributes to predict the hidden demographical
properties of social media users. While the above work using
the rule-based or pattern learning approaches can effectively
extract the user attribute information, the learned patterns or
rules are constrained to specific attribute inference and lack of
generalization capability.
Most recent work aims to extract user features and learn

models for user attribute inference from user communication
data and online user-generated multimedia content. User pro-
files largely impact the characteristics and content of their
online communication streams and social networking activi-
ties. Zheleva et al. [41] and Mislove et al. [23] have analyzed
the consistency between user profile and social networking
activities, and provided statistical proof for inferring user at-
tributes from user online data. Most of the work tackles the user
attribute inference problem by designing attribute-specific fea-
tures and combining with off-the-shelf classifiers. For example,
Garera et al. [18] extended the N-gram based models proposed
in [6] with sociolinguistic features and linear SVM model
and showed applicability to a variety spoken conversational
transcripts and more formal enron email corpus. Rao et al.
[28] studied Twitter user attribute detection using a mixture of
sociolinguistic features as well as n-gram models. Van Durme

et al. [13] developed a streaming framework to infer attributes
of discourse participants. Pennacchiotti et al. [27] attempted to
classify users by employing a large set of aggregate features
including profile features, tweeting behavior features, linguistic
content features, and social network features. Bergsma et al.
[3] proposed the communication-based name and location
clustering method on Twitter to improve user classification.
Volkova et al. [33] proposed novel approaches for making
predictions over dynamically evolving social media streams
based on incremental Bayesian online updates. Culotta et al.
[1] predicted the demographics of Twitter users from website
traffic data. The shared limitation of the above work is that, the
user attributes are trained and tested independently, where their
relations are ignored. As discussed in the introduction, a user
exhibits multiple attributes and these attributes correlate signif-
icantly with each other. Therefore, in this work, in addition to
exploiting a rich set of user features, we aim to provide a novel
framework for user attribute inference by taking advantage of
the attribute relations.

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION

In this section, we first introduce some necessary definitions
and then formulate the problem.
User Attributes: We use user attribute to describe a type

of user properties in social media networks. In this work, we
consider six types of user attributes including three biographic
attributes–age, gender, relationship, and three personalization
attribute–occupation, interest, emotional orientation. The at-
tribute values are defined manually based on a comprehensive
study of Google+ data and a survey of previous work on user
attribute inference [17], [28], [40]. Table I presents the meaning
of user attribute values.5 The six types of attributes definition
are described as follows.
• Gender. Gender is a binary valued attribute. We use gender
to describe whether a user is male or female.

• Age. Age is a real valued attribute. Given the general
lack of ground truth for user age, exact age inference
is impossible in social networks. We conduct a detailed

5In the following sections, we will mix using “attribute” and “attribute value”
when no ambiguity is caused.
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investigation and observation on Google+ users. Gener-
ally, Google+ users can be categorized into two groups of
young and elder. Hence we divide the user into two major
demographic pools: users who are below 30 (young) and
users who are above 30 (elder). This binary categorization
is simple but useful and reasonable for user modeling.
Same setting is also used in [28].

• Relationship. Relationship in Google+ has multiple cate-
gories such as single, married, in a relationship, etc. For
the sake of clarity, we classify users into two groups of un-
married and married.

• Occupation. Based on the study of occupation function on
the Google+ users pages and referred to the work in [21],
occupation is described with 15 values such as IT profes-
sionals, entertainer, and photographers, etc.

• Interest. Interest refers to the favorite topics based on
users’ posts. Based on the analysis of our collected
Google+ data, we define 12 kinds of topics of interest to
cover a large interest category. Since each user may have
several interests, the interest value is vector-based and we
treat interest inference as a binary classification problem.

• Emotional Orientation. Posts of a user can reflect his/her
specific emotional status. For example, a user with many
interesting and happy posts is very likely to be a positive
person, while posts containing negative content indicate
the user’s negative tendency. Emotional orientation is used
to describe the emotional polarity of a user based on his/her
posts. We define three emotional orientation values: posi-
tive, negative, and neutral.

In our work, user attribute inference is divided into two steps.
First, coarse user attributes are derived by training independent
classifiers on extracted features from user profiles and posts.
Second, we attempt to explore the dependency relations be-
tween user attributes to boost the user attribute inference per-
formance. Specifically, we select a type of user attribute (e.g.,
occupation) as the target attribute for which we want to learn a
predictive model, and the remained attributes (e.g., age, gender,
relationship, etc) called auxiliary attribute are used to help learn
the model.
Given a collection of Google+ users , each user

corresponds to a two dimensional tuple .
], where is the number of attribute

types and is the user feature of the -th attribute.
denotes the user attribute set. Denote the

target attribute as and the auxiliary attribute as . The whole
attribute set is denoted as . Thus, the problem is
formally defined as:
Problem 1: Relational User Attribute Inference. Given a

collection of Google+ users and attribute set .
Each user is defined as a two dimensional tuple

, where and are user features and attributes
respectively. The goal of relational user attribute inference
is to learn (1) a predictive function to infer
the target attribute label of a user; and (2) attribute relation
compatibility , where indicates the
compatibility strength of attribute relations.
Our formulation of relational user attribute inference is dif-

ferent from existing work on latent user attribute classification.

TABLE II
STATISTICS OF OUR COLLECTED GOOGLE+ DATA

TABLE III
NUMBER OF LABELS FOR EACH USER ATTRIBUTE

Instead of only utilizing textual content and studying attributes
independently, we propose a structured latent discriminative
model to combine multimodal user features and attribute rela-
tions for accurate attribute inference.

IV. DATA AND OBSERVATIONS

A. Data Collection

In this study, we collect our experimental dataset from
Google+ via its public available API. To download the dataset,
we first built a top 20,000 user ID list from Google+ Social
Statistics.6 For each user in the list, we issued his/her ID into
the Google+ API and crawled the profile information and recent
500 posts (if there have). The profile text metedata and profile
photos of users are crawled. For each post, we downloaded the
posted text content and attached objects such as articles, photos,
video descriptions. The initial dataset contains 19,624 users.
The users with less than 20 posts are removed. We preprocess
the data to filter out the non-individual or non-english users.
This results in 2,548 users and 846,339 posts. Table II lists
statistics of the collected dataset.
As aforementioned, we study six types of user attributes in-

cluding gender, age, relationship, occupation, interest, and emo-
tional orientation. Since we are interested in predicting the user
attributes and there is no available groundtruth of user attribute
values, we build the evaluation dataset by manually labeling
the attributes for each user. To ease the annotation task, some
user platforms such as Facebook,7 Wikipedia8 are utilized as
referenced sources for accurately annotating the user attributes
We invited 8 active social network users as annotators. Three
annotators are assigned for each user record. The annotators
are asked to refer to substantial information from Facebook,
Wikipedia, Google Search, to accomplish the attribute annota-
tion of each user. A label is determined as ground-truth if at
least two annotators agree on it. Table III shows the distribution
of each attribute.

6[Online]. Available: http://socialstatistics.com/
7[Online.] Available: http://www.facebook.com/
8[Online.] Available: http://www.wikipedia.org/
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Fig. 3. Attribute correlation in the collected dataset. There exist certain correlations between user attributes. The -axis represents the likelihood of different user
attributes. The subfigures illustrate the correlation likelihood: (a) occupation and age, (b) occupation and gender, (c) occupation and relationship, (d) interest and
emotional orientation, and (e) interest and occupation.

B. Observations
Before introducing our solution for the relational user at-

tribute inference problem, we first provide several observations
from the annotated dataset. Fig. 3 shows the correlation between
user attributes in sub-Fig. 3(a)–(d). For each attribute value
shown on the top, we present its most correlated attributes as
x-axis labels, according to their co-occurrence likelihood com-
puted as

(1)

We can make some observations. It can be seen that there exist
strong correlations between certain attribute value pairs, such
as young and student, elder and politician, male and politician,
unmarried and student, and positive and fun, etc. Fig. 3(e) illus-
trates the relation between user occupations and interests (oc-
cupation as legend and interest as x-axis label), where strong
correlations are proved again. For example, IT users with in-
terest in technology, and politician users with interest in news.
These observations verify that there are considerable certain de-
pendency relations between user attributes, which motivates our
solution for relational user attribute inference in the following
section.

V. RELATIONAL USER ATTRIBUTE INFERENCE
In this paper, we first extract a rich set of aggregated features

to derive user attributes individually, thenwe combine all the de-
rived attributes and formalize the relational attribute inference
in a structured latent model.

A. User Feature Extraction
We aim to extract a rich set of user features from user-gen-

erated multimedia profiles and posts. The user features include
six types: sociolinguistic feature, unigram feature, topic-based
feature, profile photo feature, profile photo face feature, and
post photo feature. Both textual and visual features are consid-
ered: The first three are text-based and the latter three are visual
content-based.

Textual User Features. For each user, we aggregate his/her
profile and all the posts into a big document for textual user
feature extraction. Previous work has extensively studied the
effectiveness of different textual features on attribute classifi-
cation [26]–[28]. Generally, unigram and sociolinguistic model
with term presence can achieve good results for different at-
tribute inference tasks. These two types of features are both uti-
lized. Sociolinguistic feature is constructed by remaining soci-
olinguistic words or signs (e.g., umm, uh-huh, ).
Unigram model removes these signs to construct the feature.
Instead of using all the words in the data collection for feature
representation, we use a simple method for discriminative word
selection for each attribute category. The basic idea is to mea-
sure each word by a score

(2)

where is the number of word in the -th attribute
value; and , respectively, denote the average
number and total number of word in the attribute type. We
use 10,000 words with the highest scores and the term presence
as the feature weight for sociolinguistic feature, and unigram
feature construction. Therefore, each user is represented as
a 10,000 dimensional binary feature vector. For topic-based
feature, LDA [5] is applied to extract latent topics from user
profiles and posts. After the topic distillation, each user is
represented as the distribution over the derived topic space. In
the experiment we use 100 topics and 10,000 words for LDA.
Visual User Features. For visual feature extraction, we con-

sider two types of photos: profile photos and post photos. For
profile photo feature, each profile photo is extracted a 809-di-
mensional feature vector [43], including 81-dimensional color
moment, 37-dimensional edge histogram, 120-dimensional
wavelet texture feature, 59-dimensional LBP feature [25], and
512-dimensional GIST feature [32]. In addition, most of the
profile photos contain faces, which are extremely useful for
identifying facial attributes such as age and gender. Therefore,
we detect faces from the profile photos and then extract the
same 809-dimensional feature vector as the profile photo face
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Fig. 4. Some face detection results in the profile photos.

TABLE IV
DETAILED CONCEPT LIST

feature. We use a face detection tool,9 which can largely handle
different face poses and scales in web images. Fig. 4 presents
several detection results. The appearances of post photos vary
across a wide range of concepts. In order to obtain a compact
and semantic representation for each user, we explicitly map
each user’s post photos onto a pre-defined concept list. The
concept list is manually constructed based on the observation
of 88,988 downloaded post photos. The reason we construct
the concept list by manually defining instead of automatically
learning is two-fold. (1) By investigating into post photos,
we find that there exist some common concepts, e.g., people,
animals, birds, snow, lake, mountain, etc. We can aggregate the
photos that describe a common concept for training. (2) The
concepts learned automatically capture less semantics and are
difficult to be interpreted. We select 81 categories from the
collected post photos to construct the concept list, which is
shown in Table IV. Each concept category has nearly 100 im-
ages for training. We train 81 concept classifiers in a supervised
manner. Dense HOG features [11] are extracted for each image
and Locality-constrained Linear Coding (LLC) [35] is used to
obtain the image representation. For each concept, we train
a SVM classifier using LIBLINEAR [15]. The classification
confidence is mapped to a probability score by the sigmoid
function. Therefore, each photo is finally represented as a
81-dimensional vector corresponding to the concept probability
score. Since one user may post several photos, we apply a
max-pooling method on the photo representations to obtain an
aggregated 81-dimensional feature vector for each user, which
is referred as post photo feature.

B. User Attribute Derivation
Based on the extracted user features, we can learn predictive

models for user attribute inference. Specifically, for each type of
user attributes, we build SVM classifiers with the six types of
user features respectively using LIBLINEAR [15]. As a result,
there are six SVM classifiers for each specific attribute infer-
ence. To combine all the user features for deriving the attribute
value, a fusion scheme is needed to combine the confidence

9[Online]. Available: http://www.faceplusplus.com/en/

Fig. 5. Illustration of the proposed RLSVM model. Each circle corresponds
to a variable, where , , and are user feature vector, auxiliary attributes, and
target attribute respectively. The squares represent potential functions including
user feature and auxiliary attribute potential , auxiliary attribute and target
attribute potential , auxiliary attribute and auxiliary attribute potential ,
and user feature and target attribute potential .

score from the six classifiers. We employ a stacked model [37]
to perform the fusion. The key idea of stackedmodel is to learn a
meta-level (level-1) classifier based on the outputs of base-level
(level-0) classifiers. We utilize another SVM for the task with
the concatenated predictions of each classifier from the six types
of features. This fusion scheme is simple but well solving our
problems of integrating multiple feature-base classifiers.

C. Exploring Attribute Relation for User Attribute Inference
It is well recognized that user attribute correlates with each

other when modeled for the same individual. Therefore, we de-
velop a structured discriminative model for incorporating the
attribute relations to boost the attribute inference capability. A
graphical illustration of the proposed model is shown in Fig. 5.
At the lowest level, rich user features are extracted from the
multimedia content of an individual user. At the intermediate
level, the compatibility between a user’s feature vector and at-
tribute label is modeled. At the top level, attribute relations are
explored for accurate target attribute inference.
1) Relational Latent SVM Model: We now describe how

we model the attributes for an individual user. A user is
denoted as a tuple . Here is the user feature vector,

is the auxiliary attributes, and is
the target attribute. Our goal is to learn a model that can be used
to infer the accurate target attribute label to a test user sample .
To explore the dependency relations between user attributes,

we use an undirected graph to model user at-
tributes and capture the attribute relations. A vertex
corresponds to one attribute with certain value, and an edge

indicates the relation strength between attribute
and attribute . We build the graph by examining the

co-occurrence statistics of user attribute in the training dataset.
The edge weight of attribute and attribute is defined
as , where denotes the
number of co-occurrence between attribute and , and

denotes the number of occurrence for attribute . A
large weight means a strong relation between attribute

and .
Formally, we are interested in learning a score function

over an example user and the target attribute ,
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where are the model parameters. Here denotes the user fea-
ture space. We use to measure the compatibility among
the user feature , the target attribute label , and the configura-
tions of auxiliary attribute labels . takes the form of

to score the confidence of user
sample labeled as target attribute label with the auxiliary at-
tribute configuration , which is defined by combining different
potential functions

(3)

In this model the parameter vector is the concatenation of the
parameters in all factors. The model simultaneously considers
the dependencies among user features and attributes. In partic-
ular, the first term predicts the target attribute label from user
features; the second term describes the relationship between
user features and auxiliary attributes; the third term captures
the relationship between auxiliary attributes and target attribute;
and the last term represents the dependencies between auxiliary
attributes. The details of potential functions in (3) are described
in the following.
User Feature vs. Target Attribute Potential : This

potential is a standard linear model for target attribute predic-
tion. Here represents a certain mapping from user fea-
ture to attribute label . In the implementation, we represent

as the score of the target attribute SVM classifier learned
in Section V-B. Model parameter re-weights the SVM scores
to make the target attribute prediction more accurate. Specifi-
cally, the potential is parameterized as

(4)

where is the indicator function, is the SVM confidence
score corresponding to target attribute .
User Feature vs. Auxiliary Attribute Potential :

This potential is a standard linear model trained to predict the
value of the -th auxiliary attribute given the user feature . Sim-
ilar to the potential in user feature vs. target attribute model,

represents the confidence score from the auxiliary at-
tribute SVM classifier learned in Section V-B. The parameter
re-weights the auxiliary attribute SVM scores. This potential

function is parameterized as

(5)

where is the SVM score corresponding to auxiliary attribute
.
Target Attribute vs. Auxiliary Attribute Potential :

This potential represents the dependencies between the target
attribute and auxiliary attribute . Model parameter encodes
the attribute relation compatibility between target attribute and
auxiliary attribute. The potential function is defined as

(6)

where is the edge weight of target attribute and aux-
iliary attribute in the graph , is the attribute relation
compatibility between and .
Auxiliary Attribute vs. Auxiliary Attribute Potential

: This potential is used to describe the depen-
dency relations between auxiliary attributes and , which
is parameterized as

(7)

where is the edge weight of auxiliary attribute and aux-
iliary attribute in the graph . The parameter measures
the attribute relation compatibility between auxil-
iary attribute labels and target attribute label .
2) Model learning and Inference: We now describe how to

learn the model parameters from a set of training data, and how
to infer the attribute label given the model parameters.
Given training examples of users

, we aim to learn the
model parameters that produce the correct target attribute
label . Note that the auxiliary attributes of the training samples
are treated as latent variables and automatically inferred in the
model learning process. The information of training samples
of auxiliary attributes can be well exploited in the designed
potential functions.
We adopt the structured latent SVM formulation [16], [38] to

learn the model as follows:

(8)

where is the trade-off parameter similar to that in SVMs, and
is the slack variable for the -th training example to handle

soft-margin. Such an objective function requires that the score
for ground-truth target attribute label is much higher than
those for other labels. The difference is recorded in a 0-1 loss
function

if
otherwise

(9)

The constrained optimization problem in (8) can be equivalently
written as an unconstrained problem

(10)

We use the non-convex bundle optimization in [12] to solve
(10). In a nutshell, the algorithm iteratively builds an increas-
ingly accurate piecewise quadratic approximation of
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based on its sub-gradient . The key issue is to compute
the subgradients . We define

(11)

where can be further computed as

(12)

Using the subgradients , we can optimize (8) using the
algorithm in [12] and output the optimal model parameter .
At each optimization iteration, we also need to infer the latent

attribute variables

(13)

This is a standard max-inference problem in an undirected
graphical model and we use loopy belief propagation [24] to
approximately solve it.

D. Applications

After learning the model, we can apply it to a variety of appli-
cations. In the following we introduce two potential application
scenarios.
1) User Profiling: User profiling is the process of obtaining

values of different properties that constitute the user model.
Methods for user profiling can typically fall into two categories:
profile extraction and profile learning. Our model can be directly
applied to user profiling. Given a new user feature , we can use
the model to infer the target attribute and auxiliary attribute as

(14)

Note that target attribute and auxiliary attribute selection de-
pends on the application scenarios. For example, if we are in-
terested in predicting users’s occupation, we select occupation
as the target attribute and other attributes as auxiliary ones. The
difference between target attribute and auxiliary attribute pre-
diction is that the model can only guarantee more accurate pre-
diction for target attribute while the prediction accuracies for the
auxiliary attributes are not guaranteed. The optimization objec-
tive function in (8) aims to maximize the margin for target at-
tribute classification. However, we can conduct user profiling
by setting each attribute as the target one and run the Rela-
tional LSVM model iteratively. After attribute inference, we
can construct the user profile and describe the user with mul-
tiple attributes.

2) Attribute-Based User Retrieval: Our model can also be
used for the retrieval task. Recall that we employ the graph

to encode the dependency relations for the attribute pre-
diction model. After the model learning, the model parameter

encodes certain relation compatibility between
attributes. The learned user attribute relation compatibility can
be utilized to help user retrieval. For example, if we want to
search for the users engaged in IT, users who are both male
and interested in information technology are more likely to be
returned. Based on the model, we extend the attribute-based
user retrieval to enable structured queries of one or more
attributes and return the most related users corresponding to the
specified attributes. Formally, we address this task by solving
the following optimization problem:

(15)

The first function is to return the users with the highest scores
when specifying target attribute . The second function is to re-
turn the users with the highest scores when specifying auxiliary
attributes . The third function is to return the users with the
highest scores when specifying attributes and . Note that at-
tribute-based user retrieval, different from user attribute refer-
ence, is a structured multi-query retrieval task. Given the query
user attributes, the retrieval task is to retrieve the users relevant
to the input attributes. The attribute inference task is to predict
the most probable attribute labels given the input users. Actu-
ally, the structured attribute-based user retrieval is analogous to
the Facebook’s new darling-Graph Search,10 which is expected
to lead the upcoming trend in social networking discovery.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Setting
We qualitatively and quantitatively evaluate the effective-

ness of the proposed Relational LSVM in three experiments:
attribute relation compatibility analysis, attribute inference, and
attribute-based user retrieval. In all experiments, we use 50%
of the labeled data for training and the rest for testing.
1) ComparisonMethods: We examine the followingmethods

for comparison in user attribute inference and attribute-based
user retrieval:
• SVM-Simple: the method using six types of user features
respectively to train an attribute classifier for one attribute
type. The details are described in Section V-B;

• Stacked SVM: the method applying stacked SVM to the
concatenated confidence scores produced by the attribute
classifiers learned with user features. Section V-B presents
the detailed description;

• Relational LSVM: the proposed method, which incorpo-
rates the attribute relation for inference.

2) Evaluation Metrics: We use accuracy to evaluate the at-
tribute inference performance. To evaluate the performance of

10[Online]. Available: https://www.facebook.com/about/graphsearch
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TABLE V
USER FEATURE SPECIFICATIONS AND EXECUTION TIME OF DIFFERENT ATTRIBUTE INFERENCE METHODS

Fig. 6. Visualization of the learned attribute relation compatibility (best viewed in color). The size of balls and links indicates the strength of their correlation.

attribute-based user retrieval, we use Normalized Discounted
Cumulative Gain (NDCG), where NDCG at position is de-
fined as

(16)

where is the relevance rating of item at rank . For retrieval,
is 1 if the user has a link to the returned item and 0 otherwise.

IDCG is a normalization constant so that the perfect ranking has
a NDCG value of 1.
The learned algorithm for relational SVM model has been

implemented in Matlab. All experiments are conducted on a
PC running Windows 7 with four Intel Core i5-3470 processors
(3.2 GHz) and 4 GB memory. The user feature specifications
and execution times of different attribute inference methods on
training set and test set are shown in Table V. The execution
time of each method for one type of attribute falls into the cor-
responding time range.

B. Experimental Results and Analysis

1) Attribute Relation Compatibility: Fig. 6 illustrates the vi-
sualization of user attribute relation compatibility

learned on the training data. The size of the circle and line
is proportional to the strength of the relation compatibility. From
the figure we can see that the mined attribute relation compat-
ibility results are quite reasonable. We can observe many intu-
itive co-occurrence patterns, such as young with student, young
with unmarried, elder with married, male with politician, female

with fun things, positive with married, etc. In particular, per-
sonal occupation and interest exhibit strong correlations. For ex-
ample, IT person has strong links with technology and business;
entertainer correlates with entertainment and fun things, pho-
tographer strongly links with photography. These meaningful
attribute relation patterns derived from the Relational LSVM
model suggest that when inferring attribute “photographer” for
a user or retrieving users with attribute “photographer”, the pres-
ence of interest attribute “photography” is a useful indicator to
the relevant users. Fig. 7 further presents the comparison of pair-
wise attribute relation heatmaps. The left heatmap is the visu-
alization of raw values of attribute relation computed using (1).
The right one is the visualization of learned attribute relation
compatibility using our model (3). We can see that there exist
strong dependency correlations between attributes in the left
figure while the learned attribute relations are relatively sparse
yet clear. This is because that the raw values using (1) computed
on the annotated dataset reflect the overall correlation statistics
of the dataset. The raw values could be redundant and biased due
to the size of dataset and annotation issue. Our relational SVM
model incorporates the raw values of attribute relations to help
learn attribute inference and attribute relation compatibility. The
model encourages the helpful attribute pairs and suppresses the
negative pairs. In this learning manner, the true attribute pairs
will be maintained. Hence the learned attribute relations are ac-
curate and useful for attribute inference. These results clearly
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed model in mining
popular attribute relation patterns.
2) User Attribute Inference: To train a model for each type of

attribute, this type of attribute is selected as target attribute and
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Fig. 7. Visualization of the attribute relation matrices. (a) The computed raw values of attribute relation with (1). (b) The inferred values of attribute relation using
our model (3) (best viewed in color).

TABLE VI
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT METHODS FOR USER ATTRIBUTE INFERENCE IN TERMS OF MAP

the other types of attributes are treated as auxiliary attributes.
Note that user interest attribute inference is a binary inference
problem, where we train a model for each value of user interest.
For instance, to train a model for value “technology”, we take
all user samples with the “technology” label to construct the
positive set and the others to construct the negative set.
Table VI shows the performance of different methods

for inferring user attributes, from which we can make the
following observations. (1) Different types of user features
contribute differently to user attribute inference. For example,
the profile photo and face features are rather powerful for
inferring user attribute “age” and “gender”; The term presence
based SVM-unigram and SVM-sociolinguistic model performs
better than other feature-based models in terms of “interest”,
“occupation” and “emotional orientation” attribute inference.
This verifies the effectiveness of our discriminative term se-
lection strategy. Concept-based image representation for post
photos and LDA topic-based feature for text posts which show
poor performance illustrates that extracting a compact and
discriminative feature representation at user-level from user
post content is very challenging. (2) Stacked SVM consistently
outperforms SVMs based separately on the six user features in
all user attributes inference cases. This confirms the superiority
of stacked SVM in combing different types of user features
for attribute inference. (3) The proposed Relational LSVM
model incorporating user attribute relations significantly boosts
the user attribute inference performance compared with the
baseline methods. In particular, Relational LSVM improves the

Fig. 8. Predicted user attributes of the testing sample users for user profiling.
Failure instances are highlighted with green.

age attribute inference over stacked SVM by 12.24%. Other
attributes inference performances are also improved. This result
validates the advantage of exploiting attribute relations for user
attribute inference.
In Fig. 8, we present some attribute inference to construct the

user profiles by the Relational LSVM model. We can see that
the model accurately infers most of the user attributes, such as
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Fig. 9. Accuracies of user attribute inference on popular users and general users. Each polyline illustrates the attribute inference performance of different methods
for one type of attributes on general users or popular users. See the legend for details.

target attribute “male”, “young”, “unmarried” and even auxil-
iary attribute “elder”, “IT person”, etc. However, we can also
see that auxiliary attribute inference shows more incorrect in-
stances than that of target attribute inference. This result is con-
sistent with our discussions in Section V-D1.
3) Effect Analysis of Popular Users and General Users: We

conduct an experiment to analyze the effect of user attribute in-
ference on popular users and general users with the proposed re-
lational LSVMmodel. Our collected dataset consists of popular
users and general users. Popular users usually are well-known
enough to have well-described Wikipedia pages. We use the
Wikipedia API to determine whether a user is a popular user or
a general user. We issue each user’s name into Wikipedia API
and determine the user’s category. If a user is well described
in a Wikipedia page, then we classify the user into the popular
category, otherwise we classify the user into general category.
This results in 1559 popular users and 989 general users. The
user attribute inference methods are performed on general users
and popular users respectively. Fig. 9 shows the result. From
it, we can observe that there is no evident correlations between
performance of attribute inference and users’ category (general
or popular). The attribute inference methods show slight better
performance on popular users than that on general users in terms
of attribute “age”, “occupation”, “interest”, and “emotional ori-
entation” while the methods achieve better results on general
users for attribute “gender” and “relationship”. These results
are reasonable. The effectiveness of our relational LSVMmodel
depends on user features and attribute relations extracted from
user-generated multimedia content. Both popular users and gen-
eral users with rich content could have good attribute inference
results while the ones who have sparse user features are diffi-
cult to be predicted. Therefore, the utility of our model is irrel-
evant to that whether a user is a popular one or a general one.
Table VII presents the ANOVA results of different attribute in-
ference methods on popular users and general users. ANOVA is
a widely used technique for the statistical test [2]11. The

11The value of denotes the significance of the result, the larger is, more
significant the result is. is short for degree of freedom. denotes the prob-
ability we should deny the hypothesis. The smaller is, more confident the
result is.

TABLE VII
ANOVA RESULTS OF DIFFERENT METHODS ON

POPULAR USERS AND GENERAL USERS

Fig. 10. Attribute-based user retrieval performance comparison.

ANOVA test reveals that the results of different inference
methods are significant and confident.
4) Attribute-Based User Retrieval: Attribute-based user re-

trieval is to return the most related users when issuing an at-
tribute-constructed query. This is different from user attribute
inference which is to predict the most probable attribute labels
given the input users. For evaluation, we create attribute-based
structured queries from the annotated users on the dataset. We
create three types of queries consisting of one attribute (de-
noted as Query1), two attributes (Query2), and three attributes
(Query3) respectively. The total number of queries are 562, in-
cluding 30 queries for Query1, 180 queries for Query2, and
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Fig. 11. Attribute-based user retrieval performance comparison for (a) Query1, (b) Query2, and (c) Query3.

352 queries for Query3. For Query1, we apply the model cor-
responding to the query attribute to score test users for ranking.
For Query2 and Query3, each model corresponding to one at-
tribute from the query is first used to score the test users. Then
we use the sum of each attribute inference score to indicate the
relevance of the testing users. For example, given a query of

{“elder, IT person, positive”}, we first apply each classifier
of the attribute in the query on the test users. Then, the response
scores are combined and ranked for user retrieval. For our Re-
lational LSVM model, we first select each attribute in the query
as target attribute and other attributes as the auxiliary attributes.
Equation (15) is then used to score the test users. We finally
combine the response scores of each selected target attribute for
ranking.
Fig. 10 shows the results of attribute-based user retrieval in

terms of NDCG across all queries. It is clearly seen that the pro-
posed Relational LSVM consistently and significantly outper-
forms the baseline methods, which is consistent with the re-
sults of user attribute inference. This validates the effective-
ness of incorporating user attribute relations for the retrieval
task. Fig. 11 further shows the retrieval performance compar-
ison results for each type of query. In addition to the overall
performance improvement of the Relational LSVM over the
baseline methods, we can observe that the advantage of Rela-
tional LSVM is better reflected in more complex cases: Query2
in Fig. 11(b) and Query3 in Fig. 11(c). This indicates that uti-
lizing the attribute relations is helpful for attribute-based user
retrieval, especially for the complex queries consisting of mul-
tiple attributes.
Fig. 12 gives some exemplar attribute-based user retrieval re-

sults for the three types of queries by Relational LSVM model.
Each row represents the retrieved results for one type of query.
Returned users are ranked in descending order. The attributes
concerned in the query are shown on the left side. Matched at-
tributes in user profiles are highlighted in red, and incorrect sam-
ples are highlighted by green rectangles. We can see that most
of the returned users match well with the queries. The first query
is “photographer”, and the top 5 returned users are all photog-
raphers. For the second query “female, unmarried”, the failure
user is male yet with the correct attribute unmarried. For the
third query “elder, IT person, positive”, we have Larry Page
at the first rank and the failure user is young yet with the cor-
rect attribute IT person and positive. These results demonstrate
the advantage of the proposed model for attribute-based user re-
trieval. Even for complex queries, the failure users are likely to
have some matching attributes with the queries.

Fig. 12. Examples of attribute-based user retrieval for each type of query by
the relational LSVM model.

C. Discussion

There are several important conclusions we can draw from
the experimental results.
Relational user attribute inference: Inferring user attributes

from user-generated multimedia information is an important
and interesting problem. We systematically study how to infer
different user attributes from online multimedia interaction
such as profiles, posted texts and images. Our experimental
results on Google+ set have justified that user attributes are
predictable from their generated online multimedia content,
which is consistent with the conclusion in previous work. In
this work, we highlight the importance of attribute relations in
attribute inference. The results in user attribute inference by
our proposed relational LSVM model and attribute-based user
retrieval have demonstrated the effectiveness of modeling the
attribute relations. It is significantly important to emphasize
that our proposed model for relational attribute inference is
effective for popular users as well as general users with online
generated content. The effectiveness of our model depends on
user features and attribute relations extracted from user-gener-
ated multimedia content.
Performance analysis:We observed three major types of fac-

tors that affect the results. (1) Predictable difficulty. Our re-
sults reveal that it has different difficulty levels to infer different
user attributes. It is more difficult to derive the multi-valued at-
tributes (occupation, interest, emotional orientation) compared
with binary valued attribute derivation (gender, age, and rela-
tionship). For example, most of user posts relate to some fac-
tual activities and do not express sentimental opinions, which
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makes it extremely difficult to judge the user emotional orienta-
tion. (2) Data sparsity and missing issue. Though we focus on
the active users in Google+, there is still a portion of user’s posts
which are scarce or noisy. For example, some users only have
reposts. For the users with scarce posts, we conduct a prepro-
cessing step to remove such users. The user’s posts are noisy.
How to design effective user features for attribute inference is
important. The results show that our textual and visual user fea-
tures are effective for attribute inference. (3) Unexpected anno-
tation. Though the available profiles from other platforms can
help us ease the annotation, there still exist users with noisy
posts and no referred sources to help annotation, which can
make the attribute labeling unreliable and thus affect the evalu-
ation. For example, it is difficult to accurately judge the occupa-
tion of some users due to the ambiguity of the posts to implicitly
express the occupation information.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a Relational LSVM model
to address the problem of relational user attribute inference on
user-generated multimedia information in social media. The ex-
tensive experiments have justified our motivation that exploring
the dependency relations between attributes can help achieve
better user attribute inference performance. The effectiveness of
the whole framework is verified by combining the inferred at-
tribute and mined attribute relation into the structured attribute-
based user retrieval application.
In the future, we will investigate the following research direc-

tions: (1) The proposed framework is functional, with potential
extensions to more practical applications, such as personalized
recommendation, friend suggestion, etc. (2) Among the appli-
cations, attribute-based user retrieval is a most interesting one.
We aim to design a rankingmodel specially towards the retrieval
task. (3) A nonlinear version of the model, e.g., designing the
potential functions with kernels, can be developed to improve
the robustness and generalization capability.
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